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Abstract Six-axis force/torque sensor (F/T sensor) that can
detect three orthogonal forces and torques has been extensive-
ly adopted in humanoid robot foot for stable control. Due to
the F/T sensors being seriously influenced by the electromag-
netic interference from ankle generator, signal stability of F/T
sensor is still one of the main influencing factors for accurately
dynamical and stable control. Though the problem with
influencing electromagnetic noise can be solved generally
and partially by shielding of the sensor and wires, this tradi-
tional method will to some extend face implementation diffi-
culty induced by special mounting space and application
environment especially in humanoid robot ankle. Therefore,
the research on the output signal stability and precision of the
F/T sensors has still been one of the most essential subjects for
humanoid robot dynamic equilibrium control. In this paper,
some various signal processing methods have been adopted
and analyzed comparatively with the aim at the output signal
anti-interference processing of F/T sensors. And the filtering
effect and its feasibility were verified experimentally in the
dynamic walking motion of humanoid robot platform BHR-2.

Keywords Signal Processing . FIR Filtering . Six-axis
Force/Torque Sensor . Humanoid Robot

1 Introduction

The realization of dynamic and stable walking anthropomor-
phically for humanoid robots to step on various kinds of
uneven environments, has long been considered as the re-
search emphases in the field of humanoid robot. The foot
system constitutes the element which ensures the interaction
between the humanoid robot and the environment [1–6].

At present, six-axis force/torque sensor (F/T sensor) has
also been extensively used in humanoid robot foot for exter-
nal force detection along with the dynamic equilibrium cri-
terion (ZMP) [7–10] for stable control. For stable and dy-
namic walking gait, it is a very important achievement to
obtain precisely the real-time forces and moments acted on
the foot and to use those intelligently to generate appropriate
motions planning by using adequate control algorithms. To
get better stability and dynamic walking gait of humanoid
robots, F/T sensor integrated in humanoid robot foot (at the
level of ankle) along with the ZMP criterion and diverse
control schemes, have been widely adopted for the realiza-
tion of humanoid robots such as ASIMO [11], HUBO [12],
HRP-2 [13, 14], WIBIAN-ІІІ [15], and BHR-2 [16], etc. to
walk stably and dynamically in human living space.

The concept of the ZMP is useful for understanding dy-
namic stability and also for monitoring and controlling a
robot walking, which needs external forces and torques
(contact forces and other forces due to gravity and inertial
effect) to be detected real-timely [16–20]. For accurate mea-
surement of three forces and three torques in humanoid robot
foot, the six-axis F/T sensor should be designed and fabri-
cated in consideration of robot’s weight and the height of
foot. The adopted F/T sensor has also played an important
role and deemed one of the most important performances for
the objective of fast and stable walking anthropomorphically
of robot [21, 22]. However, the output signal stability of F/T
sensor is still one of the main influencing factors for accu-
rately dynamical and stable control of humanoid robot.
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Because the F/T sensors are usually set at the level of robot
ankle, and the output signal are seriously influenced by the
electromagnetic interference from the ankle generator/motor.
Though the problem with influencing electromagnetic noise
can be solved generally and partially by shielding of the
sensor and wires, this traditional method will to some extend
face implementation difficulty induced by special mounting
space and application environment especially in humanoid
robot ankle. Therefore, the research on the output signal
stability and precision of the F/T sensors has still been one
of the most essential subjects for humanoid robot dynamic
equilibrium control.

In this paper, we will mainly concern ourselves with the
aim at the output signal anti-interference processing of the F/T
sensors. Firstly, the general overview of the F/T sensor is
given in section 2. Secondly, some various signal processing
methods are proposed respectively and characteristic test on

F/T sensor in section 3. Finally, the experiments on signal
stability of F/T sensor mounted in the integrated perceptual
foot(IPF) system of humanoid robot BHR-2 have been
conducted and some conclusions are reached in section 4
and section 5.

2 Overview of the F/T Sensor

The F/T sensor integrated in humanoid robot foot should
withstand the impact of loading and measure three forces
FX (x-direction force), FY, FZ and three torques MX (x-direc-
tion torque), MY, MZ for dynamic equilibrium control. The
applied forces and torques are detected via the F/T sensor
mounted to the level of robot ankle. The self-developed F/T

Figure 1 Photograph of the self-made F/T sensor.

Figure 2 Primitive output of the F/T sensor.

Figure 3 Comparison of filtering output by SMF and the primitive
output in (a) Force-Fz and (b) Torque-MX.

Figure 4 Comparison of filtering output by MF & SMF and the
primitive output in Forces (left column) and Torques (right column).
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sensor is 67 mm*25.5 mm (diameter*height) in dimension
and weighs 370 g. (as shown in Fig. 1)

The F/T sensor developed in this paper can measure three
torques up to 50 Nm along the roll axes, pitch axes and yaw
axes and three normal forces up to 800 N in the X, Y direction,
and 1500 N in Z direction. Moreover, we can calculate X, Y
position of ZMP in X-Y plane. It consists of six-full strain
gage bridges attached to the mechanical structure of sensor to
measure three torques and three forces. The calibration test is
achieved by applying many different load cases. The sensor
includes an overload mechanical protection and it can bear a
total impact force nearly up to 2400 N.

3 Signal Processing of the F/T Sensor

3.1 Effect Comparison of Different Signal Processing
Methods

Before choosing filtering method, it is necessary to observe
the characteristic of the primitive output data of the F/T
sensor for designing a suitable filtering method. Figure 2
provides the primitive output data (without any filtering) of
the F/T sensor. Obviously, the primitive wave of output data
is interfered seriously by the noise with great data fluctuation
and many outstanding burrs and spikes.

Commonly, we first take the sliding mean filtering (SMF)
into consideration because this method can smooth output
wave simply and is convenient to calculate. Namely a sam-
pled values xi (i = 1,2,..,N, where N is the length of the
formation) are regarded as a formation in succession. Put
the new sampled datum xn+1 at the tail of the formation and
simultaneously throw away the datum x1 each time. Then
carry on arithmetic average operation of these data in this
formation, the filtering result can be obtained by

y y ¼
XNþ1

i¼2

xi

 !.
N

 !
ð1Þ

Take the force FZ and torque MX for example, Fig. 3
provides the output wave of the F/T sensor after the sliding
window filtering while the result is still relatively undesir-
able. Researching the cause that the mean filtering is being
sensitive to pulses and the frequent burr exerts a tremendous
influence to the mean value.

For the characteristics of the output data of F/T sensor being
interfered seriously by pulses, median filtering (MF) and SMF

Figure 5 Comparison of filtering output by STF and the primitive
output in (a) Force- FZ and (b) Torque-MX.

Figure 6 Comparison of filtering output by STF & SMF and the
primitive output in (a) Force-FZ and (b) Torque-MX.

Figure 7 Comparison of filtering output by DTF and the primitive
output in (a) force-FZ and (b) Torque-MX.
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are surely adopted to dispel the sharp burrs successively.
Figure 4 provides a filtering result obtained by this method.
However, the output data F/T sensor is a six dimensional
feature vector, the application of mean filtering has still been
confronted many thorny problems.

Comparatively, the ideal situation is: within any period,
the output values of the F/T sensor fluctuate in a narrow
range around the average value of n data. Therefore the
single-threshold filtering (STF) has been adopted with the
main thought: a) Fetch the average value of n data as the
reference datum Xa; b) gather the current data xi to compare
with the mean value; c) if the difference value Δ = |xi − Xa|
is greater than the threshold value (Sth) set in advance,
namely, Δ > Sth, consider xi as an interfering data and the

mean value being set as the present output; d) otherwise
consider xi an effective data. Figure 5 shows the outputs still
have frequent spikes after single-threshold filtering.

In view of the deficiency of STF, it may be improved by
the adoption of combination of STF and SMF. And the
experimental results are shown in Fig. 6.

However, there are defects of adding the new element into
sliding window by using STFmethod. Though the difference
between the primitive data and mean value is greater than the
threshold value, it will still need to move the primitive data
into sliding window for the calculation of mean value in the
next step. Thus it is still more sensitive to pulses, so the data
will drift with time after filtering. If abandon primitive data
completely, namely it will lead to decrease the real-time
performance of the F/T sensor.

As for elimination of interference while in unloading states
and tracking the dynamic course of the F/T sensor while in
loading states, the dual-threshold filtering (DTF) method has
been adopted with the main principle: set the limit of threshold
value and compare with the difference value between the
primitive value and the mean value in sliding window. And
then, judge whether the primitive output is effective or not.

Figure 8 Comparison of
filtering output by FIR and the
primitive output in force-FZ.

Figure 9 Comparison of filtering output by DTF & FIR and the
primitive output in (a) force-FZ and (b) Torque-MX. Figure 10 Stability (λ) comparison of every filtering method.
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Specifically, if SLow _ th ≤ Sdiff ≤ SUpp _ th, then consider the
primitive output as an interfering data and the mean value will
be set as the present output. Where SLow_th and SUpp_th are the
lower limit and the upper limit of threshold value, respective-
ly. Where, Sdiff = |Sprimitive − Smean _ slid| is the difference val-
ue between the primitive output Sprimitive and themean value in
sliding window Smean_slid. If Sdiff ≥ SUpp_th or Sdiff ≤ SLow_th,
then consider Sprimitive as an effective value and mean that the
F/T sensor is in loading states or the primitive output is in the
fluctuation range allowed. Figure 7 shows the results after DTF.

Though the results obtained from the above several
methods have certain effects, it still can not reach the antic-
ipated goal. The output of F/T sensor is interfered by high
frequency with burrs present frequently. So the low pass
filter is comparatively the best choice first in next consider-
ation with combination of the method above for better effect
of filtering.

Finite impulse response (FIR) is a low pass filtering with
characteristics of the linear phase with mathematical expres-
sion defined by

y n½ � ¼ x n½ �*h n½ � ¼
XN
i¼0

x i½ �h n−i½ � ð2Þ

Where x[n] is the sampled input sequences, y[n] is the
filtering output. Certainly, we design a FIR low pass filter
with 31 steppes (achieved by utilizing the software:

MATLAB), the filtering effect of the primitive output is more
remarkable.

According to the filtering coefficient obtained through
MATLAB, realization of the FIR low pass filtering algorithm
has been achieved experimentally via DSP processor. Figure 8
shows the filtering results of force FZ.

As can be seen from that above, we notice that it eliminate
the interference of high frequency with the waveform output
comparatively smooth through FIR low pass filtering. Nev-
ertheless, the amplitude of fluctuating is still partially large,
so a new thought is taken into consideration by using the
combination of DTF and FIR low pass filtering method. The
filtering results are shown in Fig. 9.

In order to comparatively evaluate the filtering methods
mentioned above, here the evaluation index of stability λ is
defined by

λ ¼ MAX Δi V i−Wij jð Þ
Fs

� 100%; i ¼ 1; 2;…;N ð3Þ

where, Vi is the output of the F/T sensor after filtering, Wi is
the mean value calculated by N data of the F/T sensor. Fs is
the relevant full-scale range of forces and torques. The sta-
bility results (where N = 10) obtained from every filtering
method are listed in Fig. 10.

3.2 Characteristic Test on F/T Sensor

The characteristic test for interference error of the F/T sensor
is carried out by applying rated force FX first, the outputs of
force/moment in every dimensional direction FY, FZ,MX,MY

and MZ are measured, respectively. The rated output based
on simulation analysis can be calculated by

Uo ¼ UKε=4 ð4Þ
where, Uo is the output voltage of the Wheatstone bridge, K
is the factor of strain-gauge (2.06), U is the input voltage of
the Wheatstone bridge. ε is the total strain.

Table 1 shows the rated output from simulation analysis
and characteristic test of force/moment in every dimensional

Table 1 Rated output of simulation analysis and characteristic test of
the F/T sensor.

F/T sensor Rated output (mV/V)

Simulation Experiment Error (%)

FX 0.288 0.283 1.87

FY 0.288 0.292 −1.25

FZ 0.288 0.301 −4.37

MX 0.824 0.842 −2.18

MY 0.824 0.780 5.34

MZ 0.628 0.602 4.19

Table 2 The static and dynamic
indexes of the developed F/T
sensor.

Indexes FX FY FZ MX MY MZ

Sensitivity (S) (με/N, με//Nm) 0.55 0.55 0.8 80 80 24. 9

Nonlinearity (FS %) 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.37 0.22 0.75

Precision (FS %) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02

Stability Errors (FS%) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Non-repeatability Errors (FS%) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04

Natural Frequency 1815 1815 1723 2695 2695 2751

f(x) 21

W 7.3
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direction of the F/T sensor. The errors of the results from
characteristic test based on the results from simulation anal-
ysis are also listed here.

Though the characteristic matrix represents the corre-
sponding relationship between the output and input of F/T
sensor, it can not reflect the actual output/input among chan-
nels of F/T sensor in virtue of the error effects from mechan-
ical processing, signal conditioning, patches alignment and
fabrication, etc. Thus it needs compensation and modifica-
tion through quantitative analysis based on the calibration
error matrix E which is written by

E ¼ FS−Fð ÞF −1
f ð5Þ

where, Fs, F are the standard loading force matrix and the
force matrix calculated from the characteristic matrix, re-
spectively. Ff = diag(Ffx Ffy Ffz Mfx Mfy Mfz) is a 6 × 6
diagonal matrix, here Ffx, Ffy, Ffz, Mfx, Mfy, Mfz are the full
scale outputs of F/T sensor under the loading forces FX, FY,
FZ and moments MX, MY, MZ, respectively. Those off-
diagonal elements in the matrix E denote the coupling level
among channels, which are known as interference error.

Equation (6) indicates the interference error in every
dimensional direction of the developed F/T sensor. The max-
imum interference error for FX is 2.13 %, for FY is 0.23 %, for
FZ is 0.77 %, for MX is 1.69 %, for MY is 1.14 %,

E ¼

1 0:00131 −0:00420 0:00444 0:01135 0:01089
−0:00607 1 −0:01106 0:00151 −0:00517 0:01221
0:01653 −0:00189 1 −0:00243 0:00139 −0:00607
0:00000 −0:00231 0:00185 1 −0:01064 0:00069
�0:00496 0:00023 0:00767 0:01691 1 0:00248
�0:02133 −0:00100 0:00100 −0:00367 −0:00766 1

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð6Þ

for MZ is 1.22 %. The main reasons of causing interference
errors generally are machining accuracy of spare part, loca-
tion error of strain-gage, installing debugging, calibration,
environmental conditions, precision of the instruments, etc.

Indeed, the F/T sensor with maximum interference error
2.13 % for FX can generally meet the practical requirement of
precision for robot balance control. However, with the de-
velopment of humanoid robot aims to realize anthropomor-
phic gait like human, the F/T sensor with higher comprehen-
sive performances is needed essentially. So the quantitative
compensation and modification of interference error of the
F/T sensor has been conducted on the basis of the calibration
error matrix E, which is given by

CE ¼ V−E þ Ið ÞF f F
−1 ð7Þ

where, CE is the modified characteristic matrix of F/T sensor.
I is a 6 × 6 identity matrix. After compensation for charac-
teristic matrix, interference error of the F/T sensor decreased
remarkably but not to zero because of the system error of

calibration set up. The precision test results indicate that the
overall precision is less than 1 % shown in Table 2.

3.3 Discussion

It comparatively makes perfect result by combination of
the dual-threshold filtering and FIR low pass filtering in
low frequency, and the output data stability of the F/T
sensor improves greatly. However, the phenomenon of
zero drift is comparatively outstanding. It is analyzed
that the possible reason may be caused by temperature
drift of the sensor body material. So we can consider
carrying on the temperature compensation while in hard-
ware design of F/T sensor. Furthermore, the static result
is better when the FIR works in a lower cutoff frequen-
cy while the dynamic response to the input with high
frequency is comparatively poor. And it is surely clear
that the dynamic characteristics should be emphatically
considered in the structural design of F/T sensor
beforehand.

Figure 11 a Photo of the IPF
system mounted the F/T sensors
and b The walking experiment
environment of BHR-2.
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In addition, what else needs to be noted that it is effective
by combining the methods applied above in the improvement
of precision and stability. And it should be taken primarily into
consideration the dynamic demands in the optimum design of
F/T sensor for practical applications in specific fields.

4 Experiments

The Experimental researches on the comprehensive perfor-
mances of F/T sensors are essentially important to verify the
feasibility and validity for humanoid robot to keep dynamical
stability in real time on unexpected ground. Indeed, some bal-
ance control schemes of humanoid robot based on the dynamic
criterion ZMP can be achieved by means of two F/T sensors to
detect real-timely the external contact forces/torques between
the feet and ground. In order to obtain overall understanding of
performance, the dynamically walking experiments have been
conducted with two F/T sensors mounted between the IPF
system and each ankle of humanoid robot BHR-2, respectively
[23]. Walking experiments for the IPF system integrated in the
ankle level of the humanoid robot BHR-2 have been compre-
hensively conducted and the experimental results of every sys-
tem unit are listed respectively in the following sections.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of forces and torques acted
on the foot system and Fig. 12 shows the ZMP trajectory of
foot in single-support phase, which indicates that the F/T
sensor system can real-timely acquire the external forces
acted on the foot and better meet the real-time requirements
for humanoid robot to maintain stable control based on
forces while in dynamic walking.

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the ZMP trajectory of foot
in single support phase in robot’s walking. The actual ZMP
position in single support can be calculated by Eq. 8, and the
actual ZMP position in double support can be derived from
that (XZMP, YZMP) in single support which can be calculated by

X zmp ¼ xam az þ gð Þ−maxza þ xs FZ−zs FX−MY

m az þ gð Þ þ Fz

Y zmp ¼ yam az þ gð Þ−mayza þ ys FZ−zs FY−MX

m az þ gð Þ þ FZ

8>><
>>:

ð8Þ

Where m is the mass of the component under F/T sensor.
(ax, ay, az) are the acceleration of foot in the X-axis, Y-axis
and Z-axis direction respectively. (xa, ya, za) is the center

Figure 13 Evolution of the
ZMP trajectory of foot in single-
support phase in robot’s
walking.

Figure 12 Evolution of (a) forces and (b) torques measured with the
IPF system in robot’s walking.
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position of gravity of components under the F/T sensor, (xs,
ys, zs) is the measurement coordinate center of the F/T sensor.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

Humanoid robots are a new and promising application area
for robotics. The concept of the ZMP is useful for under-
standing dynamic stability and also for monitoring and con-
trolling a robot walking, which needs external forces and
torques (contact forces and other forces due to gravity and
inertial effect) to be detected via F/T sensor real timely. In
order to be commercially successful, the F/T sensor plays an
important role in dynamic equilibrium control on which
humanoids must have reliable biped locomotion capabilities.
In this paper we focused on the aspect of the processing
method of signal stability of F/T sensor system. Some signal
processing schemes are contrastively adopted and analyzed
to verify the feasibility of application. Experiments results
indicate that FIR&DTF is more superior in stability to the others
and achieves expected effect in robot walking experiments.

However, it is noticed especially that the adoption of
filtering methods should be taken comprehensively into con-
sideration the application requirements of F/T sensor. Espe-
cially in the filed of humanoid robot control, for instance, it is
essentially important to weigh the signal stability and dy-
namic performance. And the reasonable determination of the
filtering coefficient of FIR has also had an effect on practical
application of the F/T sensor.
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